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I n neuronal cells, the soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE) complex, consisting of the vesicle associated synaptobrevin 2 (syb2), also known as VAMP2, and the plasma membrane t-SNARE complex of syntaxin 1 (stx1) and synaptosome associated protein 25 (SNAP25) constitute the minimal fusion machinery.
1 Syb2 and stx1 are anchored to the respective membranes via their transmembrane domains (TMDs). SNAP25 is anchored via a palmitoylated cys-rich domain. The cytoplasmic SNARE domains of syb2 and the t-SNAREs zipper-up to form a tight complex bridging the synaptic vesicle and plasma membranes and contribute energy necessary for fusion. 1, 2 Fusion involves a close interplay between the membrane lipids and fusion proteins.
3−5 Presumably, one important role of the lipids is in formation of functional domains that sequester fusion proteins. The t-SNAREs stx1 and SNAP25 are organized in clusters, which partially overlap, and are sites of vesicle docking and fusion. 6−12 In PC12 cells, t-SNARE clusters contain similar copy numbers (∼50−70) stx1 and SNAP25 molecules that presumably exist as t-SNARE binary complexes at sites of docked vesicles. 7 Phosphoatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) and cholesterol have been shown to be important for clustering of tSNAREs. 6,13−15 To determine how clustering of t-SNAREs controls lipid organization of the plasma membrane, we performed coarsegrained molecular dynamics (CGMD) simulations using the MARTINI force field. 16 The structural organization of the SNARE domains in a prefusion t-SNARE complex is not known. The C-terminal regions of the t-SNAREs interact most intimately with the membrane lipids; thus, only the stx1 TMD and the adjacent juxtamembrane domain in a complex with the interacting regions of SNAP25 were chosen.
Since the molecular structure of t-SNARE clusters is unknown, we used self-assembly simulations to study spontaneous clustering of 12 copies of t-SNARE C-terminal fragments (stx1 A247-I288, SNAP25 A74-S98, and A195-G206 with the side chains of C85, C88, C90, and C92 replaced by palmitoyl chains). The initial structure of a monomeric t-SNARE complex was taken from a crystal structure of the SNARE complex, 3HD7 (Figure 1a) . 17 The TMDs were initially placed on a regular grid such that the minimum distance between any two atoms of the two neighboring t-SNAREs was at least 2.0 nm. This arrangement of proteins was then inserted into a box containing randomly placed lipids with a composition based on that of purified synaptic plasma membranes of adult rat brain ( Figure 1b , Table S1 ). 18 Briefly, the system consisted of 12 t-SNARE fragments, 1455 lipids, 32734 waters, and 558 Na + and 355 Cl − ion beads. The system was subjected to a 200 ns long selfassembly simulation, allowing a membrane with physiological asymmetric leaflet composition to self-assemble, 19 with proteins restrained along the x-and y-directions. After membrane selfassembly (Figure 1c ), three independent 5 μs long production runs were started without any restraints (Sim1 to 3). Additional details of the simulation methodology are given in the Supporting Information (SI).
During the course of individual simulations, the t-SNARE fragments diffused in the membrane and quickly associated to form a single large cluster (Figures 1d, 2a , and S1). The analysis of inter-t-SNARE protein contacts showed that the most prominent contact face is formed between two C-terminal halves of the stx1 TMDs from adjacent t-SNAREs. Additional interactions were found between cys-rich linker domains of SNAP25-SN1. While no major inter t-SNARE interactions were observed between SNAP25-SN1 and stx1, SNAP25-SN2 showed many contacts with SNAP25-SN1 as well as stx1 ( Figure S2 ).
Analysis of protein−lipid interactions revealed that, already during the self-assembly, PIP2 and gangliosides (GM; monosialotetrahexosylganglioside (GM1) and monosialodihexosylganglioside (GM3)) begin to associate with t-SNAREs. As the t-SNAREs cluster, PIP2 and GM cocluster with them (Figures 2a, S1 , and S4). Figure 2b shows a quantitative analysis of the local enrichment of various lipid species in the vicinity of the protein. For this, the lipid composition within 0.8 nm of the protein was compared to the bulk composition of the corresponding leaflet. The analysis clearly reveals local enrichment of PIP2 and GM lipids in the vicinity of the protein. Note that the membrane was formed by self-assembly from asymmetrically mixed lipids to obtain an asymmetric distribution of lipids in the two membrane leaflets. The resulting asymmetry was ∼70−90%, depending on the specific lipid, independent of the presence of the t-SNAREs (Tables S1, Figure S5 ). An imperfect leaflet asymmetry resembles the actual situation in plasma membranes. 20 To identify the PIP2 interacting sites of the proteins, the average number of contacts of specific protein residues with headgroup phosphates of PIP2 was determined (Figure 3a) . PIP2 formed favorable interactions with the basic amino acids 256 and 260 K of stx1, as previously reported. Unexpectedly, we also found PIP2 interactions with basic residues of SNAP25, namely, 79K, 83K, 198R, and 201K. A recent study indicates that this PIP2 interacting domain of SNAP25 may be important for its interaction with the membrane prior to palmitoyation. 21 It is also possible that PIP2-SNAP25 interactions could facilitate the formation of binary stx1-SNAP25 t-SNARE complexes.
At the EC leaflet, GM was found to colocalize with the protein cluster (Figures 2a,b) . The time evolution of minimum distance 
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Communication between the individual t-SNARE complexes and GM lipids shows that all complexes interact tightly with GM (Figure 3b) . The GM headgroup interacts primarily with the charged Cterminus and polar residues of the C-terminal half of the stx1 TMD.
The average cholesterol distributions in the IC and EC leaflets were ∼38% and 45%, respectively, with the remaining cholesterol located in the hydrophobic core (Table S1 ). Cholesterol molecules showed a flip-flop rate constant of 8.38 ± 0.01 × 10 6 s −1
, close to the value observed in a previous simulation study on an asymmetric plasma membrane (6.53 ± 0.01 × 10 6 s −1
).
22
Interestingly, all three independent CG-MD simulations showed in the IC leaflet a high local enrichment of cholesterol in the t-SNARE cluster (Figures 2c left, S6 top panels) . SNAP25 interacts with cholesterol specifically in its palmitoylated region (residues 85−92) (Figure 3a) . The EC leaflet of the membrane shows weakly enriched cholesterol domains (Figure 2c, right) . Cholesterol interactions were also observed with stx1 residues in region 261A-265 K, which are located near the surface of the IC leaflet. Other stx1 residues along the TMD showed interactions with cholesterol present in the inner hydrophobic core of the membrane.
It is well-known that the local enrichment of cholesterol in one leaflet with GM in the opposite leaflet induces membrane curvature due to the inherent properties of these lipids. 23 To assess the changes in membrane morphology due to the t-SNARE mediated lipid clustering, we carried out a 10 μs long simulation of a system with the number of lipids and C-terminal t-SNARE fragments quadrupled (SimL1). In the larger system, clustering of t-SNAREs, local cholesterol enrichment, and interactions of PIP2 and GM lipids with the t-SNAREs (Figures S7−S9) were all consistent with the simulations for the smaller membrane patch described above.
Visual inspection of snapshots showed that membrane undulation appeared within 250 ns of the simulation. As the simulation progressed and proteins aggregated to form clusters, one prominent region of the curvature appeared stably associated with the largest t-SNARE cluster. The GM lipid clusters are located in this region, associated with the C-terminus of stx1 (Figure 4a ). The membrane is bulged outward in the cluster center creating negative curvature and inward at the periphery creating positive curvature, spanning a z-distance of ∼4 nm (Figure 4a ). Positive curvature facilitating fusion is clearly evident at the periphery of the t-SNARE cluster (red areas in Figures 4b and S10) . Overall, the lipid tail order is much higher in the EC leaflet than in the IC leaflet, and lipids near the t-SNARE clusters are more disordered ( Figure S11 ).
To validate the results obtained with the small t-SNARE fragment, we performed five additional clustering simulations (Sim4−8, each 5−10 μs long) of 12 t-SNAREs that also included the entire SNARE domains as in the postfusion crystal structure. 17 In these simulations, t-SNAREs also assembled into clusters (Figure 5a ), but did so more slowly, and clusters appeared more dynamic (Figure 5b ), presumably due to the presence of the long and flexible SNARE domains hindering TM domain diffusion and interaction. Nevertheless, we observed a similar clustering of PIP2, GM lipids, and cholesterol colocalized with t-SNARE clusters. Curvature of the membrane associated with the clusters was also evident (Figure 5a ).
This study provides molecular insights into the existence of liquid disordered nanodomains at the plasma membrane where the vesicles dock, waiting to fuse. The t-SNAREs form clusters of varying copy numbers. It has been shown that cholesterol induces clustering of stx and that PIP2 disperses these clusters. 13, 14 However, experimental and computational evidence also indicate that, in the absence of cholesterol, stx1 clusters can be induced by PIP2. 15 Here, we identify PIP2 in stx1/SNAP25 t-SNARE clusters in the presence of cholesterol. Consistent with this result, a study in PC12 cells shows that PIP2 clusters apparently colocalize with t-SNARE clusters. 24 In addition, we find that, in the EC leaflet, clusters of GM coexist with the stx1 clusters. The evidence from simulations on stx1-GM interactions has not been previously reported and needs to be assessed experimentally.
In summary, we find that t-SNARE clusters form lipid nanodomains forming an outward curvature around their center and an inward curvature near their edge. For membrane fusion, an initial contact between the two membranes must be established first. Intuitively, the contact site cannot be directly on top of the clusters, rather adjacent to them with fewer tSNAREs present. Considering that only few SNAREs are required for fusion 25 and that fusion occurs near the edge of t-SNARE clusters, 6, 11 we propose that t-SNARE clusters promote fusion by curving the membrane inward, toward the docked vesicle at the edge of t-SNARE clusters. The membrane bending, overcoming the separation between the membranes, will enable fusion induced by zippering of the SNARE domains. The local membrane curvature associated with the bending would also promote the formation of hydrophobic defects and lipid splay leading to the formation of a stalk. It is quite likely that the observed bending may be further advanced as the t-SNARE zippers with the vesicular synaptobrevin. In addition, the presence of other proteins such as synaptotagmins are thought to further increase the curvature and promote fusion. 
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